
Lonnie Hale
2727 Paces Ferry Road
Suite II-900
Atlanta, Georgia
30339 Product Listing: Hero Heads

	 The products offered from the FRONTLINE are part of an ongoing project to create the best possible and highest detail parts and accessories for the
1/6th scale enthusiast.  I do not encourage collecting for the sake of profit from collecting.  I do encourage anything that advances the level of detail and
diversity in the 1/6th scale.  In that spirit I offer my products as cheaply as possible.  In fact the proceeds from all sales go entirely back into the project to fund
additional pieces.  Also remember that you are buying from a fellow collector not just some dealer who doesn't appreciate your concerns.  I listen.  So if you
have a comment, wish, concern, or gripe about any of the items please don't hesitate to e-mail me.

http://www.h2creative.com/HeroHeads.html

HH001 HH002 HH003 HH004Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity

HH005 HH006 HH007 HH008Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity

HH009 HH012Quantity QuantityHH010 Quantity HH011 Quantity



Lonnie Hale
2727 Paces Ferry Road
Suite II-900
Atlanta, Georgia
30339 Product Listing: Hero Heads

	 The products offered from the FRONTLINE are part of an ongoing project to create the best possible and highest detail parts and accessories for the
1/6th scale enthusiast.  I do not encourage collecting for the sake of profit from collecting.  I do encourage anything that advances the level of detail and
diversity in the 1/6th scale.  In that spirit I offer my products as cheaply as possible.  In fact the proceeds from all sales go entirely back into the project to fund
additional pieces.  Also remember that you are buying from a fellow collector not just some dealer who doesn't appreciate your concerns.  I listen.  So if you
have a comment, wish, concern, or gripe about any of the items please don't hesitate to e-mail me.

http://www.h2creative.com/HeroHeads.html

HH013 HH014 HH015 HH016Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity

HH017 HH018 HH019 HH020Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity

HH023 HH024Quantity QuantityHH021 HH022Quantity Quantity

Sunglasses NOT Included! - Detail
under glasses reveals the open eye.



Lonnie Hale
2727 Paces Ferry Road
Suite II-900
Atlanta, Georgia
30339 Product Listing: Hero Heads

	 The products offered from the FRONTLINE are part of an ongoing project to create the best possible and highest detail parts and accessories for the
1/6th scale enthusiast.  I do not encourage collecting for the sake of profit from collecting.  I do encourage anything that advances the level of detail and
diversity in the 1/6th scale.  In that spirit I offer my products as cheaply as possible.  In fact the proceeds from all sales go entirely back into the project to fund
additional pieces.  Also remember that you are buying from a fellow collector not just some dealer who doesn't appreciate your concerns.  I listen.  So if you
have a comment, wish, concern, or gripe about any of the items please don't hesitate to e-mail me.

http://www.h2creative.com/HeroHeads.html

HH025 HH026 HH027 HH028Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity

HH029 HH030 HH031 HH032Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity

HH035 HH036Quantity QuantityHH033 HH034Quantity Quantity



Lonnie Hale
2727 Paces Ferry Road
Suite II-900
Atlanta, Georgia
30339 Product Listing: Hero Heads

	 The products offered from the FRONTLINE are part of an ongoing project to create the best possible and highest detail parts and accessories for the
1/6th scale enthusiast.  I do not encourage collecting for the sake of profit from collecting.  I do encourage anything that advances the level of detail and
diversity in the 1/6th scale.  In that spirit I offer my products as cheaply as possible.  In fact the proceeds from all sales go entirely back into the project to fund
additional pieces.  Also remember that you are buying from a fellow collector not just some dealer who doesn't appreciate your concerns.  I listen.  So if you
have a comment, wish, concern, or gripe about any of the items please don't hesitate to e-mail me.

http://www.h2creative.com/HeroHeads.html

HH043 Quantity

HH044
combo

Quantity

Note:  044 is a set of a head and separate
hat.  The photo shown is of the two together.

HH046
combo

Quantity

Note:  046 is a set of a head and separate hair, head top,
and hat.  The photo shown is of all the parts together.

HH045
combo

Quantity $25.00$18.00
Note:  045 is a set of a head and separate
hat.  The photo shown is of the two together.

$18.00

HH038 QuantityHH037 Quantity HH039 Quantity HH040 Quantity

HH042 Quantity

HH041

Quantity

Note:  041 comes ready for a
Dragon neck post.  Modification
to a Sideshow neck is easy and
can be done upon request.

$12.00
Note:  Due to the larger amount of 
resin required for this head, a slight
increase in price has been placed
on it.

Note:  042 and 043 are available in both Dragon neck versions
as well as Hot Toys versions.  Please specify when ordering.



Lonnie Hale
2727 Paces Ferry Road
Suite II-900
Atlanta, Georgia
30339 Order Form

 Total of all items

	 The products offered from the FRONTLINE are part of an ongoing project to create the best possible and highest detail parts and accessories for the
1/6th scale enthusiast.  I do not encourage collecting for the sake of profit from collecting.  I do encourage anything that advances the level of detail and diversity
in the 1/6th scale.  In that spirit I offer my products as cheaply as possible.  In fact the proceeds from all sales go entirely back into the project to fund additional
pieces.  Also remember that you are buying from a fellow collector not just some dealer who doesn't appreciate your concerns.  I listen.  So if you have a comment,
wish, concern, or gripe about any of the items please don't hesitate to e-mail me.

I make and ship most items within 1 business day upon receipt of your U.S. Postal money order.  I do NOT accept any form of payment other than
well concealed cash or money orders.  Sorry but as I am not a big business I don't have time for the over head and hassles with checks and credit cards.

Shipping:  I prefer to ship all items via U.S. Priority Mail with tracking.  Shipping for painted items is greater due to the special handling and larger packaging.

Shipping

$4.30  1-4 items (unpainted)
5-9 items (unpainted) e-mail for quote

Total amount of order

Your Shipping Information: (This is how you want your package labeled to you)

Name:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

e-mail (for confirmation / tracking purposes):

board name if applicable:

$8.00  1-4 items (if any of them are painted)
$10.00  5-9 items (if any of them are painted)

Total number of individual heads being ordered: x $10.00 each = 

Total number of combo head sets being ordered: x $18.00 each = 

Total number of accessory items being ordered: x   $8.00 each = 

Comments or special instructions etc.

http://www.h2creative.com/HeroHeads.html

NOTE U.S. PRIORITY MAIL
HAS NEW PRICES

Total number of combo head sets being ordered: x $25.00 each = 

NOTE:  PAINTING SERVICE IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
WHEN IT IS AVAILABLE AGAIN, THIS NOTE WILL DISAPPEAR.


